
Gary
Text Box
1/2" is slightly loose. 31/64" is better. Depth is good as described above.

Gary
Text Box
This threaded rod is 3" long.

Gary
Text Box
When threaded onto hammer head this will protrude into the handle 2-1/2". Give it the extra 1/4" to take up any epoxy that is pushed into the end.



Gary
Text Box
Needs to be flat at 3/4" OD for 1/4" in from end.

Gary
Text Box
Clamp head of hammer and handle to hold until glue sets up.



Steps to Make Brass Hammer by PSI 

 

1. Obtain Kit# PKBHAM from Penn State Industries (PSI) at www.pennstateind.com  

2. Select a spindle blank at least 1-1/2 x 1-1/2 x 5-1/2 to 7 inches long 

3. Square up sides of blank if needed on jointer, planer, or hand plane. Cut off ends to 

square them up. This will assure the best alignment of the blank. 

4. Mark centers of ends of spindle blank. 

5. At drill press or lathe, drill a ½” (or 31/64” as I did) hole in one end to a depth of 2-

3/4”. On drill press using a vertical blank holder, or on lathe using a blank holder 

and drill chuck (see time mark 19:21).  

6. Trim off corners of blank to reduce the corners while turning. That makes it a lot 

easier. 

7. Mount blank onto lathe. Drive spur on head stock and 60 deg live center in tail 

stock. Put blank on so that the hole drilled is on the 60 deg live center. 

8. Turn to shape. Make a ¾” round tenon that is ¼” long on the end with the 60 deg 

live center. Shape handle out from there. 

9. Start parting the end of the handle near the drive head but leave enough on yet to 

keep it stable. About a ¼” or more. Sand and finish. 

10. Part the piece the rest of the way as shown in video. 

11. Sand and finish parted end. 

12. Glue hammer head, threaded rod, and handle together. 
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